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This is a celebration of Wellington - a place that 350,000  of us call home. It’s a unique region that

inspires great loyalty.The things its citizens most enjoy about the Wellington environment and lifestyle

are a finely balanced blend of luck and geography, vision and good management. In this report we’ll

meet some people, from very different backgrounds, who call metropolitan Wellington ‘home’ - and

we’ll find out what an important and sometimes surprising part water plays in creating the special

Wellington blend they have chosen. We discover how the Water Group’s role in managing our water

supply contributes to the quality of life here - and get a little insight into how different ‘home’ could

be without it
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If there was a main focus for the

Water Group over the last twelve

months, it would be that of

advancing sustainable develop-

ment. This is a simple concept

that aims to strike a good balance

between progress - improving

the quality of life for people in

our region today, and preservation

- protecting the environment for

following generations.

We are succeeding in finding

that balance on many fronts.

There is also still a lot to do.

Sustainable development

involves social, environmental

and economic aspects of our

lives, all of which are closely

interrelated. Consequently, we

are in constant dialogue with the

many other agencies shaping the

rural and urban landscapes in

which we’re all working to

achieve higher standards at a

reasonable price.

We cut the wholesale water

levy for the coming year (2001/

02) by 2% with no reduction in

standards of service. The levy is

now the lowest it’s been, in dollar

terms, since1992/93.  This latest

cut is due to reduced interest

costs, resulting from early

repayment of debt, and further

efficiency gains, related in part

to our progress in optimising

electricity costs. Our policy of

using part of any surplus to

accelerate debt repayment has

been hotly debated over the years;

we have sought external advice,

which is the basis for this practice.

In the end it comes down to a

balancing act between intergen-

erational equity and prudent

financial management; we

believe that we have this balance

about right. However, we have

now maximised the efficiency of

our water supply operations to a

point where any new demands

for increased quality and

environmental standards over the

next few years must inevitably

lead to some price increase.

We have applied to renew

our surface water-take consents

for 35 years. The consents will

include new conditions that take

into account both the protection

of river ecosystems and the

public’s desire for recreational

use of these regional assets. The

proposed consents require that

more water be left in our rivers

at low summer flow times. This

will necessitate taking more water

from storage lakes, with higher

associated chemical and

electricity use and a higher

production cost per litre. In most

cases, greater environmental

protection carries an increased

cost. Again - we are mindful of

finding an appropriate balance.

Our driest summer since

1907/08  failed to cause any real

difficulty in meeting demand for

water, again highlighting the

security that the region’s

integrated supply system offers.

A carefully targeted advertising

campaign helped keep water

consumption at manageable

levels; however the drought

conditions were a timely

reminder that progress towards

a more sustainable water supply

requires everyone contributing

to preserve water resources.

For the first time in nearly

100 years, we are allowing

managed access to the Wainui-

omata water collection area. This

area of outstanding natural beauty

and very high ecological value

has been closed to the public to

protect the high quality of the

source water destined for

treatment and supply. We now

believe that the constraints in

place to guard against waterborne

contaminants are sufficient that

we can open the area up for our

community to enjoy on a

managed basis. But we will

proceed with caution, as

continuing high water quality

must be our first priority.

More demanding Drinking

Water Standards became effective

as of 1 January 200 1, and a

number of new initiatives to

further raise the national standard

of water management are

currently under discussion.

Significant changes to the
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Health Act regarding Drinking

Water Standards are expected to

be presented to Parliament before

the end of the 2001 calendar year.

These proposed changes include

making national Drinking Water

Standards and risk management

plans mandatory for all public

water providers. Risk manage-

ment is already an integral part

of our quality system and the

quality of water supplied is of a

very high standard - we are

already meeting aspects of the

new drinking water standards that

will not be enforced until 2005.

At this stage it is not clear how the

proposed risk management plans,

linked with the new standards,

will impact on our existing risk

management systems, although

cost increases are likely.

The Parliamentary Commiss-

ioner for the Environment

released a discussion paper -

Ageing  Pipes and Murky Waters,

which identified some key issues

affecting the sustainable

management of urban water

systems. The Council concurs

with the Commissioner’s view

that real progress towards

sustainable development is going

to require greater understanding

and involvement from all

stakeholders,  and welcomes

initiatives to this end. The Water

Group is ready to play a

constructive role in any informed



debate on the sustainable will assess the feasibility of

development of our region’s this submission alongside

water services. local options.

The Council has backed the

principle of integrated water

services to the metropolitan

region since 1997.  A joint initi-

ative with Hutt  and Wellington

City Councils led to an integration

proposal being put forward by

officers of the three authorities

last February. This initiative was

a further attempt to use public

resources more efficiently for

water supply, without sacrificing

quality or transferring ownership

into private hands (a key element

in the community’s desires). The

thrust of the initiative was

applauded by the Parliamentary

Commissioner for the Environ-

ment; however his paper

highlighted two significant issues

for the industry that ultimately

had a major bearing on the

Council’s rejection of this latest

proposal. Public fear of

privatisation, and existing

legislative and instit-utional

restrictions made an ideal

integration outcome extremely

unlikely. Attempts to work

around those issues produced a

compromise solution, which this

council concluded would involve

significant risks in achieving

sound accountabilities. In

addition, the response from

public consultation made it clear

that public opinion was not in

favour of the water trust

model proposed.

This is my final year as

Chairman of the Utilities Services

Division in the Regional Council

- the Committee under whose

direction the Water Group

operates. It has been a stimulating

and rewarding six years, not only

because of the inherent fascin-

ation of dealing with such a

complex and fundamental part of

our community infrastructure, but

also because of the sheer pleasure

of working with such a dedicated

and loyal group of people.

All the topics I have

noted above have long-term

implications that will have to be

monitored, developed, at times

reshaped, and sometimes

changed. The present levels of

efficiency I see as a baseline: we

will continue to look for

enhancements. There will be

pressure from some of our

customers to reduce prices by not

repaying debt at an appropriate

rate. The Water Group has a clear

strategy on this, but our

customers’ views must be heard,

considered, and robust

agreements negotiated.

However, the concept of

integration and regional co-

operation remains a sensible one

and so, in the spirit of shared

resource, when requested, the

Council provided a preliminary

estimate for supplementary water

supply to the Kapiti Coast District

Council. Kapiti’s councillors

The Water Group is well

managed, has a good asset base,

clear objectives, and a strong

financial base. It is an integral

part of the metropolitan region’s

infrastructure. These qualities

have not occurred by accident:

the challenge is now to build

on what is good, to make it

even better.

Euan  McQueen

Chairman, Utility Services Committee
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Council was invited to attend Utility

Services Committee meetings during

the year. He had speaking rights but not

voting rights. The Coucil Chairperson

(Stuart Macaskill) and Council Deputy

Chairperson (Margaret Shields) are not

members of the Utility Services Committee

when considering Wellington wholesale

water supply matters



Tap water in the Wellington region

is currently graded as being among

the best in the country and well

above minimum Ministry of

Health standards - however, in

the past 12 months, the desire to

improve water quality at a national

level has seen new risk manage-

ment legislation proposed. If

passed, this legislation could

affect our plants’ water gradings

- without actually reducing the

level of risk associated with the

water we supply.

The Ministry of Health’s (MoH)

new Drinking Water Standards

(2000),  introduced in January

2001,  tightened the criteria under-

ground sources must meet to be

classified as ‘secure’ from

contamination by pathogens.

To comply, a groundwater  supply

must be secure (i.e. 99.995%  of

the water from the wells must

have been underground and

beyond the risk of contamination

for more than 12 months, or

specified chemical characteristics

must show low variability).

Work currently underway will

gauge more accurately the age

of water in the Waiwhetu  aquifer,

which feeds our Waterloo

treatment plant. Results are

expected in October or November.

Failure to comply will mean

increased monitoring to prove

that the aquifer is not contam-

inated - and probably additional

treatment (such as ozonation).

This would increase our costs.

The new standards also

change the way turbidity is

monitored. Turbidity is a measure

of the amount of finely suspended

matter in water. In high concen-

trations, suspended solids can

prevent pathogens from being

effectively sterilised during

treatment. Under the new stan-

dards, turbidity must be measured

on each filter at water treatment

plants rather than on treatment

plant outflows as a whole. In

response, new turbidity meters

and software controls for operating

the filters have been installed at

the Te Marua and Wainuiomata

plants. Meters have also been



fitted at Thomdon, Karori and

Haywards pumping stations

to monitor turbidity in our

distribution system. Even tougher

turbidity standards for all water

treatment plants serving over

10,000 people will become

compulsory on 1 January 2005.

The new standards will require

a turbidity reading of less than

0.1 NTU  95% of the time (down

from 0.5 NTU  95% of the time

at present). We are already meeting

the tougher 0.1 NTU standard for

our treatment plant outflows.

The Government has signalled

changes to the Health Act - with

a bill expected to be presented

to Parliament later this year.

Proposed changes will make

drinking water standards

mandatory for all public water

providers in New Zealand (at

present, although there is a

grading system, there is no

minimum standard that must be

achieved). It is likely there will

be a requirement for water

providers to develop risk

management plans covering all

significant risks to water quality.

The Water Group already

operates an internationally

recognised Quality Management

System, IS0 9002,  which

includes risk management

planning. Hopefully new risk

management requirements can

be integrated into our existing

quality management system, but

that will incur cost and signilicant

effort and may, in reality, add little

to our risk event readiness. We

will address these concerns  once

the draft legislation is introduced

and submissions are called for

by the Select Committee.

The Council’s Landcare  Division

manages water catchment land

to meet the region’s water

supply objectives. The aim is

to minimise public health risk

from contaminants by ensuring

treatment plants receive good

quality water. Catchment

management has to sustain

healthy vegetative cover and

keep introduced animal numbers

low. Success here, in turn, helps

nurture a greater diversity of plant

and animal life in its natural

habitat. Landcare’s monitoring

over the past 12 months showed

that possum numbers have been

reduced to an acceptable level in

Wainuiomata-Orongorongo,

but not in the Hutt  catchment

where control measures are being

considered. Vegetation monitoring

indicated the need for deer and

goat control, and hunting

operations were carried out in

both catchment areas. Forest

health, measured by insect and

fungal damage, is generally good.

During the past year, water

supplied to customers has contin-

ually surpassed the requirements

of the Drinking Water Standards

for New Zealand (see pages 32

and 33). Our Te Mama treatment

plant has a Ministry of Health

‘A’ grading for water quality,

while Waterloo is graded ‘B’  (the

highest grade possible given Hutt

City Council’s requirement that

we do not disinfect the water

supplied to it). We have recently

applied for a regrading of our

Wanuiomata  treatment plant,

currently graded ‘C’. Last year

we reported that several measures



had been taken to counter

occasional high turbidity levels

(spikes) in the filtered water at

the plant (the reason for the ‘C’

grading) and that we were gather-

ing data to support a higher

grading. Proving compliance to

the Drinking Water Standard for

turbidity has been complicated

by further changes to turbidity

monitoring at the plant - intro-

duced to comply with the 2000

edition of the standards - however,

we expect an ‘A’ grading to result

from our application made in June.

Last November we also

resumed recyling of supematant

(the liquid remaining after

treatment-process water has had

the chemicals, pathogens and any

other solid matter separated from

it) back through the treatment

process at our Wainuiomata plant.

Recycling of supernatant is

environmentally desirable, as

long as it poses no health risk to

the public. In 1998 recycling was

stopped after detection of a single

Giardia cyst in filtered water. We

investigated whether there was a

link between supematant  recycling

and the cyst and found that the

probable cause was a rare coinci-

dental meeting of infrequent

turbidity spikes in source water

and recycled supematant which

contained higher-than-normal

pathogen numbers. We have

now resumed routine recycling

of supematant liquid - except at

times when the combined levels

of pathogens in source water,

together with supematant,  would

add up to an unacceptable risk.

Following our laboratory’s

annual surveillance assessment

by International  Accreditation

New Zealand (IANZ),

accreditation was renewed.

Accreditation to the International

Standards Organisation’s (ISO)

quality standard 9002 and the

laboratory specific standard IS0

Guide 25 is comprehensive and

now includes the latest version of

the Giardia and Cryptosporidium

test using immuno-magnetic

separation to give improved

detection sensitivity. This ensures

compliance with the Drinking

Water Standards 2000.

The Water Group operates

Quality and Environmental

management systems accredited

to IS0 9002 and IS0 14001

respectively. A surveillance audit

of the two systems was carried

out in May and implementation

of both was judged satisfactory.

The auditor recommended that

we work towards greater

integration of the two system

manuals. In response, a new

document has been developed

that details the overarching

administrative functions common

to both. Our Q Pulse electronic

record system was commended

as an excellent tool for managing

both systems and providing a

good overview of system

implementation and status. Two

minor non-conformance issues

were identified, one for not

displaying current dangerous

goods licences, the second

relating to the timeliness of

internal audits - and these

are being addressed.



Despite the fact that last summer

was the region’s driest since

1907/O& all water needs were

met without hardship. This was

due to forward planning and a

well managed and maintained

water supply infrastructure,

to which we have made

improvements on a sustained

basis during the past year.

We commissioned a hydraulic

model of the regional water supply

system to aid in decision-making

on hydraulic aspects and allow

‘what if scenarios to be tested

for day-to-day operations and

future planning. The model was

built using a hydraulic modelling

package, EPANET, developed by

the United States’ Environmental

Protection Agency. It simulates

hydraulic behaviour over time

within pressurised pipe networks

By adding water demand data,

and system specifications,

EPANET  calculates the flow of

water in each pipe, the pressure

at each junction, and the level ot

water in each tank and reservoir

throughout the network. The

model will be used in conjunction

with our Sustainable Yield Model

to refine future distribution

reliability estimates.

Draft conditions for our new

consents to take water from

surface sources are almost

finalised. Two parties registered

objection and agreements have

been reached with both, after

discussions that also involved the

Consent Manager. Our agreement

covering fishery issues with the

Wellington Fish and Game Council

includes funding to study the

quality of trout fisheries in the

Wainuiomata and Hutt  rivers;

independent experts will analyse

new and historic survey data

about habitats and other factors.

The second agreement,

reached with a commercial

rafting operator, facilitates their



operating rafting trips on the Hutt

River at weekends during winter.

(Following our year-end,

applications went before

independent commissioners and

were approved on 17 August.)

Our applications for new

resource consents recognise the

Council’s Freshwater Plan,

introduced in December 1999.

The plan includes new higher

minimum river flow levels, to be

maintained downstream of our

water intakes. Modelling has

been carried out, using demand

data for the period January -April

2001, to determine the impact of

the increased flow requirements

on our ability to take river water

for supply during a dry summer.

In particular, we wanted to assess

how much supplementary water

would need to be taken from the

storage lakes at Te Marua.

Analysis showed that under the

new consents, water from the

lakes would have been needed

on 33 additional days. A total of

796 million litres would have

been drawn off, some 24 percent

of the capacity of the lakes. Given

the relative severity and length

of drought conditions during the

2000/01  summer, this analysis

underlines that we have sufficient

security in the system under the

new consent conditions. The

main impact of using the lakes

more often will be to increase

electricity and chemical costs.

Last year we reported that we

would undertake a large-scale

pump test on the Waiwhetu  aquifer,

to aid the Consent Manager’s

understanding of the aquifer’s

response under high abstraction

conditions. This was cancelled

as the test was likely to cause

disruption to normal water supply

arrangements to Hutt  City

Council and, as there is currently

no need to increase water-take

levels from the aquifer, we

considered the cost of testing and

mitigation work too expensive to

justify. Testing will, however,

have to be conducted before any

application to take more water

from the aquifer can be made.

To improve security of the

Waiwhetu  aquifer for regional

water supply a disused well at

Gear Island treatment plant was

sealed and the wellhead  removed.

We also purchased a small water-

take consent from Hutt City

Council for the Waiwhetu aquifer

to increase the volume of water

available to us from this source.

In response to a request from the

Upper Hutt  City Council (UHCC),

we built a new feeder main from

the Kaitoke pipeline to UHCC’s

Plateau reservoir. The new main,

together with facilities being built

by UHCC, will help improve pres-

sure and supply reliability to the

Plateau and Maymom areas and

their new residential developments.



The public also has a right

to expect the system is efficiently

run, and this is upmost  in our

minds. We see our role of

providing water services to the

Wellington region’s four cities,

at a fair and affordable price, as

making a major contribution to

supporting public health and social

equity. Our views on the merits

of an integrated water system are

well known, and over the past year

we have continued to actively

promote and advocate a more

integrated management and water

treatment system for this region.

Integration of Wellington’s

water services has been mooted

in various forms for almost a

decade. Since 1997,  there have

been five separate attempts to

integrate the water supply

services provided by the

Wellington Regional Council

with those of the four city councils

it supplies. Our Council has

supported the integration process

in principle because it sees

potential for significant cost

savings and service improvements

for consumers, as identified by

independent consultants. How-

ever, none of the initiatives so

far have found favour with

all five councils.

In May 2000,  our Council,

Wellington City Council and Hutt

City Council, instructed their

chief executives to investigate

a workable solution to integrate

their potable, and possibly storm

and waste water assets. Upper

Hutt  City Council and Porirua

City Council were invited to join

the process, but declined.

Four key outcomes were agreed:

1 assets must remain in public

ownership and control;

2 water quality and security

of supply must be maintained

or enhanced;

3 significant cost savings

must be achieved;
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In real terms the levy has been reduced substantially since 1990/9 1. The levy for

2001/02 is just 2.7% ($0.7m nominal) higher than it was eleven years ago. If it had

increased in line with inflation (Consumer Price Index), it would now stand at $30.3m,

an increase of 21.4%.  (CPlfigures  ore 12 months to December - year  to December

2001 estimated. Source Bnncorp. Water levy figures ore for 12 months to 30 June

and ore inclusive of GST)

4 the system must remain

flexible enough to meet the

future needs of the region.

Environmental impacts and

the fairness of pricing between

participants were also consider-

ations. The project team explored

several options that would be

acceptable to the three participating

councils, and workable within

the current legislation, with the

result that an integrated water

services trust was identified as

the best option. Savings were

forecast as being worth $2.8

million annually (after set-up),

about 4% of total costs, which

would be passed on to consumers.

There was minimal public

response to the trust proposal,

but the majority of submissions

received were against it, largely

due to concern  about lack of

public accountability, and fears

that setting up a trust would lead

to privatisation. The level of

savings was also questioned.

Despite being a long-time

supporter of the principle of

integration, the Council voted

against the proposal, as carrying

too much risk and not enough

public backing.

As a consequence of the

proposal’s failure, Wellington

City Council (WCC) decided to

review the management of its

reticulation system, currently

carried out by the Water Group

under contract. While

negotiations were continuing at

30 June 2001,  some aspects of

the contract will certainly be lost

after 30 November 2001. Our

estimate of average costs of water

connections in Wellington’s four

cities indicates that our

operational costs for the WCC

contract are competitive. While

we recognise the City Council’s

right to award the contract

elsewhere, we are disappointed

at this outcome, which will

inevitably lead to redundancies.

In June 2000 we commissioned

a software system to optimise the

delivery costs of water from our

Wainuiomata-Waterloo-

Wellington supply system, which

includes the Waterloo and

Wainuiomata treatment plants.
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different marginal costs: Waterloo

supplies aquifer water, requiring

little chemical treatment but

substantial pumping costs;

whereas Wainuiomata supplies

river water, requiring full

chemical treatment but less

distribution pumping as gravity

can be employed. Power use

charges, and therefore marginal

costs, vary by time of day. The

night rate (12.00  to 8.00 am) is

the cheaper, while power use

during peak daily ‘windows’

(around breakfast and dinner

times) incurs a cost penalty.

We also pay a fee based on our

highest half-hour of use each

month. Before the Optimiser was

installed, production flows were

manually set and pumping

responded immediately to

reservoir level information,

irrespective of the tariff in place

at the time. The complexity of

the power cost structure and the

ever-changing level of demand

for water, made it extremely

difficult to optimise power use

and marginal costs manually.

Our objective in installing

the Optimiser was to consistently

use whichever of the two plants

Major items of capital expenditure 2000/2001

EXPENDITURE ITEM

Refurbishment Thomdon

to Karori main

Fluoridation Equipment

DESCRIPTION

Relining 2.8km of disused water main to provide an alternative supply

between Ngauranga  and Karori

To modify the fluoride dosing arrangements at Waterloo and Gear Island treatment plants

to allow Petone to receive unfluoridated water (half funded by Hutt City  Council)

2000/01 COST

$770,000

$413,000

Plateau Reservoir Branch Main To provide a new water supply point to the Plateau area of Upper Hutt

Seismic Protection Various projects, including isolation valves on the Te Mama lake inlet/outlet pipes

$297,000

$286,000

Wainuiomata collection main To replace a temporary section of the main between the Orongorongo  tunnel $159,000

and Wainuiomata treatment plant

Gear Island  Chlorine Gas Plant To ad.just  the chlorine level of water supplied to Wellington after mixing ot production

from Wamulomata  and Waterloo treatment plants

$128.000

Waterloo Motor Protection To install soft \tarrmg on the Naenae  and Gracefield pumps $ IO3,UOO



had the lower marginal costs at

any given time and reduce overall

energy costs for pumping. The

Optimiser has enabled us to

increase the use of night power,

spread daytime use more evenly,

and minimise production during

the peak tariff windows, without

affecting water supply.

Total estimated savings for

the 12 months to 30 June 2001

were $120,000,  based on a

comparison with the previous

year ($55,000 from lower energy

charges, $45,000  from lower

peaking charges and $20,000

from favouring the plant with the

lower marginal production cost).

The Optimiser coped extremely

well, despite a year which

included numerous non-standard

operating requirements, as well

as fairly extreme summer drought

conditions. We do, however, have

backup for both local and remote

controls, so that site-specific

software controls can override

the Optimiser if reservoir levels

drop below critical settings.

Our Environmental Manage-

ment System objective to reduce

power use during maximum

demand hours has been greatly

advanced by the Optimiser. Peak

period energy use has been

reduced by around two thirds

since commissioning.

We were able to cut the whole-

sale water levy (the price to our

four customers for us to supply

their water) by 2% for 2001/02.

This was due to efficiency gains

and reduced interest payments.

Cumulatively, we have now

cut 10% over the last 3 years

to produce the lowest regional

water levy in dollar terms

since 1992/93.

Reduced interest charges

are the result of our policy over

recent years to apply part of any

surplus to early debt repayment.

This has been controversial, but

we believe it responsibly answers

both the questions of inter-

generational equity and prudent

financial management. Our debt

has reduced from $62.1  million

at 30 June 2000,  to $57.2  million

at 30 June 200 1. The reduced

levy income has meant that our

maximum target debt level has

also been cut, to $50 million.

Actual debt is still some $7.2

million above target. Bancorp

(the Council’s treasury advisor)

recommend continued debt

repayment to reduce debt-related

risk and increase debt capacity

for both foreseen and unforeseen

future requirements.

Our projections show that

we will not reach our target debt

level until approximately 2012113.

Clearly, as we get closer to

achieving our target, questions

will arise as to how quickly debt

should be repaid beyond the

target level - as reducing the debt

repayment rate could reduce the

amount of the levy. The balance

between these options will be

carefully considered.

Our capital expenditure for 2000/

01 totalled $4.0  million. The table

on page 12 outlines the major

capital items for the year, together

with the costs incurred for the 12

months to 30 June 200 1.

Our Environmental Management

System (EMS) was introduced

to instil discipline around these

activities and set environmental

policies, standards and targets to

minimise any impact and

optimise efficiency. We also

weigh up the desire of local

business and the public for access

to recreational activities - such

as swimming, fishing, hunting,

hiking, and rafting - alongside

the potential risk these pursuits

contribute to providing a quality

water supply. This year, in co-

operation with other Council

divisions, progress was made on

all fronts - achieving efficiency

gains and improving catchment

quality and access.

The Draft National Energy

Efficiency and Conservation

Strategy published by central

government, calls for an energy

savings target of 20%  by 2012.

The Water Group aims to reduce

power consumption by 3% by 3 1

December 2004.  However, even

this modest level of saving will

be difficult to manage as long as

we continue with the current

approach of minimising total
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use. This approach will put the

Draft target beyond reach.

Our electric drive motors are

already close to 100% efficient

and the pumps we purchase,

which are over 80%  efficient,

are the best currently available.

Therefore, to achieve the

requested 20% savings, water

use would need to be radically

reduced. The only chance of

meeting the target would lie in

metering. This would involve

an estimated capital cost of $25

million, against power savings

of approximately SGW-hours.

This is difficult to justify given

the associated network charge

savings of around $400,000.

Although the System

Optimiser (details in the previous

Cost Efficiency section) helped

to lower power costs on the

Wainuiomata and Waterloo side

of the supply system - power

use efficiency  (kilowatt-hours per

million litres of water produced)

decreased by 7% in the 12 months

to 30 June. This resulted from a

greater share of total production

being sourced from Waterloo,

while a 25% drop in output from

Wainuiomata, due in part to low

river levels during summer,

resulted in reduced power use

efficiency from that plant.

Despite this, we have made

useful progress towards greater

efficiency by converting some

fixed speed motors to variable

speed, and by installing power

factor correction equipment

for electrical installations to

reduce the amount of current

being drawn.

Following process trials in

1999, we improved chemical use

efficiency at our surface water

treatment plants (Te Marua  and

Wainuiomata). As a result,
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Growing up in the urban jungle of Singapore, Zarli  Sein had no concept of packing a lunch and taking off into the bush at the weekend. He

was introduced to ‘the great outdoors’ and bungy jumping, rafting, snow boarding and tramping when he came to New Zealand as a student.

Now, working as a web-site designer, the fresh air, space and green environment are key reasons he’s chosen to stay here. Weekdays he walks

to work, and most weekends and holidays he and friends ‘go bush’. “I had never really given much thought to
the concept of an individual’s personal relationship to the land because one’s
experience of the environment has been that of an artificial, man-made one. It’s
quite unusual when the landscape actually has such a noticeable psychological
impact that it forces you to develop a personal relationship with the natural

environment*This  sense of awareness and enjoyment of
the land is uplifting and it’s something I never feel
when I’m in a place like Singapore.”

any further improvement in

our chemical use and associated

treatment waste volumes is now

largely dependent on source

water quality, or treating less

water at these plants, rather than

increased efficiency. Neverthe-

less, it is pleasing to note that

increased use of Waterloo

contributed to chemical use

(tonnes per million litres of water

produced) being 12% lower than

the previous year, and the volume

of sludge delivered to landfills

(tonnes per million litres) 17%

lower. These improvements offset

our reduced power use efficiency

and contribute towards our

environmental goals of reducing

waste and conserving non-

renewable resources.

The efficiency  of our distribution

system can be gauged by the level

of unaccounted-for water (the

difference between the volume

of water treated and the volume

supplied to customer reservoirs).

Unaccounted-for water - either

used for mains flushing, due to

leaks, or as a result of metering

inaccuracy - was just 0.7% of

the treated volume. This low

figure reflects our drive over

recent years to install more

accurate flow meters and the hard

work of our distribution

maintenance staff.

We are aware that our activities

can make a significant noise

impact on the environment, and

so commissioned a survey of

noise measurements on 15

pumping stations to ensure that

noise emissions from our water

supply facilities meet the

requirements of relevant

territorial authorities. The survey

found that noise emissions from

the majority of pumping stations

are at acceptable levels.

Emissions from two facilities

exceeded the levels; one will be

corrected during 2001/02,  the

second is a shared facility with

Wellington City Council and

jointly funded mitigation work

is being investigated.

The Resource Management Act

1991 requires that the Water

Group hold resource consents for

all activities that impact on the

environment. At 30 June 2001  we

held 39 consents, encompassing

water use and diversion, land use,

and discharges. There were two

minor cases of non-compliance



during the year - one related

to not conducting a fish survey

on the Wainuiomata River.

Wellington Fish and Game has

now been contracted to carry out

an annual survey for the next

three years. The second non-

compliance related to conducting

the wrong type of aluminium

residual test on partially treated

discharges to the Wainuiomata

River. Our laboratory is now

conducting the correct tests.

The level of demand for water

in any year has a major bearing

on our resource use and, therefore,

the environmental impact of our

activities. During the 12 months

to 30 June 2001  we supplied

55,807 million litres of potable

water to customer reservoirs, an

increase of more than 4% on the

previous year.
. .

As previously noted, our region

experienced extremely dry cond-

itions last summer. Records for the

peak summer period (December -

February) show Wellington

experiencing its driest year since

1907/O&  Temperatures were also

above average, contributing to

severe soil moisture deficits.

Recorded rainfall for our

water supply catchments was

uniformly low with between 37%

and 56% of normal levels.

River flow across the catch-

ments  was also low, but did not

fully reflect the low rainfall,

thanks to good groundwater

levels at the beginning of

December. The Hutt  River at

Kaitoke had average flow of

66%  of normal - a 4-year low.

However, the Orongorongo  River

had flows equivalent to a 25-year

low and the Wainuiomata River,

a lOO-year low. Although demand

for water was relatively high as

a result of the weather (averaging

172  million litres daily) water

use seldom reached the extreme

high levels of daily use (200

million litres or more) which

can test the capacity of the

supply system.

Our three main treatment

plants had enough source water

to remain operating through-

out the peak summer period,

resulting in no real difficulty

in meeting demand.

The Water Group ran a water

conservation awareness

campaign between mid-January

and early March, when rainfall

is typically lowest. The campaign

continued our strategy of the past

three years of targeting water

savings through effective use of

garden water - gardening being

the main reason for the high levels

of daily demand during summer.

Maggie Barry featured in a

television advertisement giving

watering advice. Post campaign

research shows that 70% of garden-

ers recalled the advertisement, and

water use, in relation to the harsh

weather conditions experienced,

indicates that the advertisement’s

message was heeded.

Autumn carried on the very low

rainfall theme. Sunshine hours

were 120%  more than normal -

the third highest since 1928.

Rainfall and river flows in the

catchments  remained well below

normal conditions - particularly

in the Wainuiomata catchment

where we had to close the plant

for nine days during May to
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Total water consumption was 55,807 million litres, a 4.4% increase on the previous year.

Porirua City
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Upper Hutt  City
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Weekly consumption - Metropolitan Wellington
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2000/01  witnessed unusually dry weather during summer and autumn, with weekly demand consistently near or above the maximum

experienced during the previous 7 years.
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Wellington had its dries summer since 1907/O&  Rainfall levels were close to 90% of normal in the last three months of 2000,  but dropped

to less than half of normal in the early months of 2001.  Despite the very dry conditions, no water shortages resulted. Source: Wellington
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with Wellington Fish and Game,

requires that we leave more water

in the Wainuiomata River

between May and July, to

accommodate trout spawning and

help maintain fish numbers.

This is the first time since the

agreement was reached that low

water levels have closed the plant

to accommodate the trout.

In light of the low rainfall

in our water catchments during

the first half of 2001,  we will

continue to monitor rainfall and

river levels in the coming months,

and will co-ordinate a demand

management programme with

our customers for next summer,

should this be necessary.

We carried out a planned repair

to the pipeline supplying water

from the Hutt  River to Te Marua

treatment plant at the same time

that the Wainuiomata treatment

plant was turned off. Te Marua

treated water from its twin storage

lakes for the three-week duration

of the repair, and while lake storage

dropped to 40% as a result, the

combination of events was a further

demonstration of the security

provided by an integrated system.

Although we were unable to treat

water direct from river sources

for nine days, demand was still

met and no shortages resulted.

In September 2000,  in an historic

move, the Council approved

managed access to an area that

has been closed to the public

since the early part of last century

- to protect water quality.

Careful land management by

the Council’s Landcare  Division,

together with modern treatment

methods, has now made managed

access possible.



The forests in the water catch-

ment area include superb rata

podocarp, sub-tropical emergent

forest, hinau,  kamahi,  rewa rewa

and tree ferns. Some black beech

is found on drier sites, and silver

beech on the high ridge-tops.

The access plan provides for

ranger-guided walking tours for

environmental groups to

experience a unique area

described as “the best example

of lowland podocarp forest in the

lower North Island”, and to learn

more about water catchments  and

Wellington’s water supply.

There is no charge for the

tours, but because we can only

allow a maximum of 40 people

on one day each month, groups

must enter a ballot for a tour.

Phase 1 of the access plan

has been a success, although

because of the dry.summer, access

and water quality issues have not

yet been tested in bad weather.

Phase 2 is now underway, with

the walking tours still evolving

as rangers develop trips tailored

to visitors’ particular interests.

Orongorongo catchment

will remain off limits to the

public so that we can use it as

a control area to compare water

quality results from the managed-

access catchment.

Control of animal numbers is an

important aspect of catchment

management for water quality.

In addition to the professional

hunters that are routinely used for

pest control, the Landcare Division

again gave recreational hunters

the opportunity to help cull deer

in the Wainuiomata-Orongorongo

catchment area during April. A

pilot system for recreational

hunting was launched last year and

received around 300  applications

- this level of interest prompted

Landcare to again open up an

area normally off-limits. The

move was much appreciated by

the recreational hunters who

killed 3 1 animals in the four-

week period.

In the Hutt  catchment,

69 private hunters were also

issued licences.

The Water Group recognises

the importance of community

involvement to advance the

goal of a sustainable regional

water supply and, in the past

year, we provided $50,000  for

a ‘hands-on’ water conservation

and pollution prevention education

resource being developed by the

Council’s Environment Division.

The ‘Take Action’ programme is

designed to introduce 8-12 year

old students to the issues of water

quality and conservation within

their local environment. Take

Action has been developed

after detailed consultation with

teachers, to encourage their use

of the resource, and to suit the

school curriculum. Initial trials

have proved popular with both

teachers and pupils - the resource

will be officially launched in

February 2002,  and we have

committed to provide additional

funding in the coming year.

We offer tours of our main

water treatment facilities to

promote understanding of the

region’s water system. Visits are

provided to organised groups at

no cost, and the programme is

particularly popular with schools.

Some 900  visitors took advantage

of this opportunity in the past

year, including delegations

of water supply policy and

operations professionals from

Southeast Asia (ASEAN) and

from the People’s Republic

of China.

We have now reached a level of

security where, if for any reason

one of the region’s three main

water plants failed, base demand

could still be met with no

interruption to service. A key

element of our risk policy is

to try and duplicate our critical

assets, so that if one part of the

system is damaged, another can

take over. In the past year we

have made good progress

towards this goal. We have also

undertaken substantial reviews

and assessment work regarding

workplace practices and proposed

reforms to risk management

organisation in the region as

a whole.

Over the last 15 years or so, most

major utilities have been

subjected to governance reform.

Water services are an exception.

Although there have been several

reviews over recent years, little

change has resulted. In July 2000,

the Parliamentary Commissioner

for the Environment published a

discussion paper, Ageing  Pipes

and Murky Waters. The purpose

of the paper was to identify the

key issues and significant risks

affecting the sustainable

management of urban water

systems. The paper was intended

to inform and stimulate debate.

Its main argument was that water
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managed as part of an entire

natural water cycle, rather than

in segmented parts - for example,

looking at water treatment only.

The Council favours a

holistic approach to resource

management and has objectives,

policies and methods in its

Regional Policy Statement to

achieve this end. A submission

to the Commissioner supported

much of the discussion paper’s

emphasis on ecosystems and their

functions - however, the Council

sees practical difficulties in using

a ‘whole lifecycle’ approach,

as ecosystems are notoriously

complex, while human manage-

ment of the environment needs

to be simple to be effective.

In response to the totality of

submissions, a further paper

was issued by the Parliamentary

Commissioner, identifying four

major areas of challenge:

1 The fragmented nature of

water systems management,

including lack of a clear central

government home for policy

and legislation;

2 Lack of stakeholder  awareness

of urban water systems and

involvement in their

management;

3 Community and political

tensions surrounding the

ownership, management and

pricing of water services;

4 A lack of appreciation of the

need to manage water in an

integrated way according

to ecosystem principles

(including recognition that

water is a finite resource).

The Commissioner has

recommended that Government

establish a task force to address

these issues. The Council agrees

with this recommendation in

principle and will actively



participate in the process of

identifying better ways to manage

and deliver water services for the

benefit of the regional community.

The Emergency Action Plan

describes the actions to be taken

by our staff in an emergency that

threatens the structural integrity

of the Te Marua storage lakes.

The plan is based on the Dam

Safety Guidelines published by

the New Zealand Society of

Large Dams (November 1995).

We reviewed the plan during the

year - assigning responsibility for

each action to an individual and

giving greater attention to alarm

failure response procedures.

As a result of the review,

pneumatically powered automatic

actuators were installed on the

lake inlet and outlet valves to

improve system security.

The actuators will reduce

downstream risk from flooding

due to pipe rupture in the event

of a major earthquake. Previously,

the lake valves could only be

closed manually from inside

the lakes’ towers. Now, in an

emergency, any open valves can

be closed automatically, even

if the towers are damaged

or flooded.

Earthquakes pose the greatest

threat to the security of the water

supply system, and we are

continually working to reduce

the anticipated impacts of a major

quake. The most vulnerable parts

of the system are now considered

to be two sections of the Kaitoke-

Karori  water main: on the

Silverstream bridge (the western

end of which is near the

Wellington Fault) and from

the Western Hutt  Road up to

Haywards  reservoir. Determining

the most appropriate course of

action to reduce the risk of pipe

failure at these locations is

difficult, as the probability of a

major earthquake is relatively

low, the cost of mitigation

measures high, and resulting

improvement in security hard to

quantify. The decision-making

process has been further

complicated by proposals from

third parties for capital works

that could have a large bearing

on the course of action we take.

Further reports on risk assessment

and mitigation options for both

sites were received during the

year, and these will be presented

to Council for decision in the

coming 12 months.



We completed Stage 2 of a

project to provide an alternative

means of supplying water to

several of Wellington’s northern

suburbs. Kelbum, Karori,

Northland and the upper Aro

Valley normally receive water

from reservoirs fed by the

Kaitoke-Karori  pipeline.

However, if this pipe had failed

between Ngauranga and Karori

there was no alternative means

to get water to the reservoirs.

Relining and rehabilitating 2.8

kilometres of the Orongogorongo

-Karori main between Thomdon

and Karori has provided an

alternative  and thus improved

supply security. As part of this

work we also created a new

supply point off the refurbished

Oronogorongo-Karori  main to

improve supply options to the

northern  end of Wellington City’s

Aro Street zone.

The pipeline from the Orongo-

rongo  tunnel to our Wainuiomata

treatment plant was built in the

mid-1920s. It is a critical asset

as it supplies water from the

Orongorongo catchment for

treatment. In the first stage of a

project to upgrade the pipeline,

we replaced a 140 meter-long

section that was above ground

and was subject to more rapid

deterioration than the buried

sections of the main.

We refurbished the Waterloo

wellfield pumps, which had been

in service for 20 years. These

eight pumps are below ground

and were taken out and overhauled

one at a time to ensure continued

reliability of water supply from

the Waiwhetu  aquifer to Waterloo

treatment plant.

We undertake to comply with all

relevant codes of practice and

legislation, including the Health

and Safety in Employment Act

1992 and the Health & Safety

Regulations 1995.  An effective

health and safety programme

requires the participation and

vigilance of all staff, contractors

and visitors. We strive to

continually improve training and

operational practices, to provide

a safe working environment,

the skills to recognise and avoid

potential accidents and the ability

to respond effectively if accidents

do occur. Our Health and Safety

Plan is based on hazard identi-

fication and details safe working

practices, training requirements

and emergency procedures for

all operations. All procedures are

reviewed regularly in order to

achieve continuous improvement.

In the last 12 months

developments have included:

Incident  Management System

During the past few years,

emergency procedures have been

developed to cover specific

incidents. During this process it

became clear that an overarching

document was needed. The

resulting Incident Management

System, finalised in December

2000,  defines responsibilities and

actions to be followed by our

employees in the event of all

possible major incidents that could

affect water supply to customers.

It also defines the interaction that

should occur between our employ-

ees and those of neighbouring



Territorial Authorities and

emergency services.

Hazard identification review

We carried out a hazard identif-

ication review at each water

treatment plant and entered all

identified hazards in site-specific

registers. Hazard mitigation is an

ongoing process and site registers

are reviewed on a six-monthly

basis to assess the effectiveness

of the measures taken.

Management of contractors

The Health and Safety plans of

all contractors working at our

treatment plants are now reviewed

prior to their employment. We

have initiated site induction

programmes to ensure contractors

and subcontractors are advised

of the hazards associated with

water supply sites they are work-

ing at, and to ensure that any

hazards created by their work are

recorded in the hazard register.

A site induction procedure, which

identifies site hazards and evac-

uation plans, was also introduced

to cover all plant visitors.

Pocket-sized edition of Health

and Safety Plans

For easy reference by all staff,

we have produced a pocket-sized

edition of the Health and Safety

Plan’s main procedures.

laboratory cleaning practices

review

Laboratory cleaning practices

have been reviewed and modified.

The introduction of disposable

sample bottles reduces staff

exposure to chemicals by elim-

inating acid washing. An upgrade

of the air conditioning system

has improved the working environ-

ment of the chemistry laboratory.

During the year in review there

were 38 work-related injuries

involving our staff, resulting in

135  lost working days; the

incident rate per hundred workers

was 3.6%  the frequency rate (per

million working hours) was 235,

while the severity rate (days lost

to injury per million working

hours) was 83 1. This format of

reporting, adopted during the

year, is an internationally

recognised standard for accident

and injury rates, allowing us to

objectively measure and compare

our performance in future years.

Even though our Operations

staff receive regular training in

manual handling, the injury rates

were affected by a single back

injury that resulted in 77 lost

working days, more than half the

annual total.

Our aim for the coming year

is to reduce accident and injury

rates by continuing to identify

and record hazards, and by

ensuring that the way we operate

minimises, isolates or eliminates

these identified risks.

Wellington Regional Council wholesale water supply network

Treatment plant

Pumping station
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Statement of Financial Performance

for mha  year f%&d 30 &m 28QI

2001 2001 2000
ActtlaI Budget Actual

Notes $‘@I0 $‘Ooo $‘OOO
I^-_” .,^ .,IIIX_IXI  I,“1 , . ,^I,  IX ” I- I^ ” ,_, -x--- ,,“,,^1  ,.,, x” “X^^II.  ,, .1^,  ,~,,,“x_,I__l^.,^~~,~~,*~xIx”^l-l .IIIXI~““XX^  ^ “““.x,~~~“~,x~~I”“~~~~-^~ _“,  “X1IIXX^

OPERATING REVENUE

Water supply levies 23,241 23,241 24,210

Internal revenue 687 684 716

Other revenue (interest & external) 1,528 942 1,280
---x-I---~“-.” -“- I”---,-,-I”,-“---~~~,~-- ----p-

Total operating revenue 25,456 24,867 26,206
_II~-,--_x_xI”““~-~“-  ____,  XII  .~__^-“--___I__^-_xxx- ._ -----~~-““A-,-^-Ix^xxx^xIx^III^^ - - - w - - A - -

OPERATING EXPENDITURE

Personnel cost 3,63 1 3,655 3,570

Contractor & consultant costs 1,687 1,926 1,666

Internal consultant costs 716 679 692

Interest costs 4,943 5,328 5,399

Depreciation 5,117 5,184 5,009

Loss/(gain) on sale (14) (31) (67)

Movement in doubtful debt provision e 5‘

WRC overhead charge 766 766 731

Operating expenditure 1 5,333 5,647 5,667
“,“lllllx  -,,. “_ I^IxIxIxIxI ,̂ ““xI____~~“~I___IxII.“,^“I”Ix”xIIx^ --,- “,,y”.,“--“mm “---------v---__1--

Total  operating expenditure 22,179 23,354 22,672
---xII-xxllxIxI~,~----, -^III--~-~-----“zwe”,-~ --WI-

Statement of Movements in Equity

fw aht2  yeaP end&  xi $une 2001

2001 2001 2000
ACttiaI Budget Actual
$‘OOO $‘Ooo $‘OOO

”-.-,- -II--I^“--I-I ------ _I,---*~“~~--~-~“”  I_,_Ix I_-,“--.,~ ___--I-“xI----“-.“-“,~~~~-
Equity as at 1 July 198,240 198&Iil 131,113
xxxIxI-^I^  -_.- ̂ _ “___“-IIxI, ___ ___x  --~_~ --_____  ̂, _,--”  ,x---IxI--x~^ _^“---l__  1__1--  -x”“”  ̂ -” ----,-“,x---x---------_II^ ^_,. _.
Net surplus for the year 3,277 1,713 3,534
” ___-__-,- x_x __ _-__- _ _____-  xx^-III  “^__  ____,--, __“--~------~,-------~---~-~“--~--_l_ll_^ ̂ X
Total recognised revenues and expenses for the year 3,277 1,713 3,534

‘ ,,_,I,,^  X”II^I”I  ” ^_ , ,_x ^ ^I.. x ,,,x^~xx^“^.^  ” ,“, ,““__I ,, ,_,,“~,,l, Ix^  ,,^.“,, -,l”“I,IIIxII-,.  , .,-x I, x_“,II  .^,  1 x--_ -^,., ,” xx_,~-,“,,  , _--,-“,_I” .

Revaluation reserve movement (2,776)  - 63,641

Other reserve & equity movements 14 2,919 (48), . 1 . . . * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ ~ . . . . . .I”...

Equity as at 30 June 198,755 202,872 X98$40
P - * - T -X I %&WWk%WP2---

The accompanying notes and accounting policies should be read in conjunction  with these financial statements
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Notes to the Financial Statements
f@F  f&E igQ$$”  gg&$j  30 ,&&$ Zijfjf

1 Operating expenditure

Operating expenditure is made up of payments for transportation costs plus materials and supplies, such

as chemicals and power.

2 Departmental  reserve

The departmental reserve is made up of a chemical contingency reserve and an asset rehabilitation reserve

held to fund future work to refurbish the assets of the Water Group.

2001 2000
Actual Actual
$‘ooo $‘OOO

,“. 1 I ~ , ,, ,,* S”.  I ““* .I, . . ,, 11  .I, ..1 1 . 411  ,,I””
Balance at 1 July 2,528 2,27a.

Transfer to reserves 1,022 1,081

Transfer from reserves WW w51
-““-,““- ““-,, __,-,- _ --,, _,” ---II_  “-,“,-”  -,-,, ~~~“x”xI”““x-I~~““,l-“-^I---  ----,”  -,,,- ̂ “-I~~w”~,I”-““,II”-  ---, ̂ ^Ix”I”I”““^II,“x”x^-~

Balance at 30 June 1,050 2,528
wx-m-m.-P---H-

3 Public debt

The public debt obligations are fully secured against the rateable  property of the Region.
The interest rate paid for the year ended 30 June 2001 was 8.23%  (8.32%  to 30 June 2000).

Operating  cash surpluses are applied to repaying debt.

2001 2000
Actual Actual
$‘ooo $‘ooo..,,,,  “xxxlllll  x .,, “_xIxxI.~^_,^,^”  ,,,,.,,,  “xx,xIILIxI,~~III  ,,.,  “.,“,,xI,I^I^--  ,1,1”1,  lll”Xll”xlxlllX - I ,,,,  , ,.^,,, Ix”~x~x~__-~,,,“,,.,~^-xxIx^xx^ ,” ,.,,,., “,,~~,~“xI-xII^^_^__IJ1_  ,‘-^

Long term debt 62,135 65,720

Operating cash surpIus  applied to debt repayment (4,934) (3,585)__--_----,^“~-~---^“~ _I__  ----,“---_Ixx^I-,--“-  --XI-- “----I___x”“.v”-----~--~
Balance at 30 June 57,201 62,135
w - e - . -

4 Fixed assets

The latest valuation of land, buildings and water supply infrastructure assets was in 1999. These are stated

at the 1999 rating values prepared by Quotable Value NZ and the 1 July 1999 depreciated replacement cost.

The next asset revaluation will be carried out by June 2004 at the latest, and thereafter revaluations will

occur on a regular cyclical basis. Those assets which contribute directly to the supply and distribution of
water are classified as water supply infrastructure and valued at component level. Detailed valuation

information is held in the Water Group’s asset information system.
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Rahui Reservoir 0 259 0 0 I 0 259 2000 0 1

(E)  Drinking Water Standards for New Zealand (1995).  There are no guideline values for Heterotrophic Plate Count
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reticulation system under a

contract with the Wellington City
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Contact  details

The Water Group
Wellington Regional Council

PO Box 1 l-646, Wellington, New Zealand.

Telephone: (NZ)  04 384 5708

Fax: (NZ)  04 385 6960

Email:  water.supply@wrc.govt.nz

Internet: http://www.wrc.govt.nzJws/

Published  by Wellington Regional  Council,

October 2001




